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Hell on earth.That's what it's like for Luce to be apart from her fallen angel boyfriend, Daniel.It took

them an eternity to find one another, but now he has told her he must go away. Just long enough to

hunt down the Outcasts-immortals who want to kill Luce. Daniel hides Luce at Shoreline, a school

on the rocky California coast with unusually gifted students: Nephilim, the offspring of fallen angels

and humans.At Shoreline, Luce learns what the Shadows are, and how she can use them as

windows to her previous lives. Yet the more Luce learns, the more she suspects that Daniel hasn't

told her everything. He's hiding something-something dangerous. What if Daniel's version of the

past isn't actually true? What if Luce is really meant to be with someone else?The second novel in

the addictive Fallen series... where love never dies.
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I'm going to sum this book up for you:"It's so unfair that this boy that I love so much down to my

soul, who has loved me for centuries, is being mean to me. He says I'm in danger and he's trying to

protect me! But even though my tantrum got my friend killed in the last book, I'm just going to sulk

and feel sorry for myself because he doesn't ever tell me anything...even though I am aware he

doesn't have time. He will risk his life to have stolen moments with me, reminding me why I love him

so much, but when he has to go I'm going to throw a fit. I'm going to throw the same fit that got my

poor friend killed that I feel guilty for because it was my fault since I didn't listen! Then I'm going to

throw such a fit that I have no choice but to find solace in ANOTHER guy that I'm incapable of



getting a crush on. Then because my boyfriend/love of my life won't tell me a story that spans

CENTURIES during a stolen moment, I will find it impossible to make it 18 DAYS without kissing the

guy and questioning my love for the guy I love that I don't know why I love, but I do love, but he's

mean and doesn't tell me things!!! So, while he's saving my life, I can't find it within myself to be

faithful for 2 weeks! Oh, and then, at the end, I'm just gonna 'peace out' to go find out why I ever

loved the guy I love in the first place!"Thankfully, I read the reviews to books 3 and 4 and I'm glad

I'm not going to waste anymore money or time. I'm tired of the clichÃƒÂ©s. I'm strong = I throw

tantrums. I'm independent = I won't be told what to do. I'm smart = I read a lot of books and I tell you

my grades are good. I'm pretty = I mean, I guess I am, but I have no idea why EVERY guy in school

likes me. I'm in love = well, until another cute boy pays attention to me and then I'll be confused.

Can we just stop?! I met my husband in high school! Sure, there were moments I thought another

guy was cute, but not enough to kiss one after 18 days or do anything that might hurt him!

I thought this book was better better than the first. It seemed to give a bit more detail but still left

some cliff hangers. What I don't like was that there was a lot more UN needed cursing...Bob and the

fact that Daniel acts more like an overprotective parent rather than the love of her life, what I don't

understand is the explanation that some fallen angels are demons yet some fallen angels on Gods

side.... um how w can you still on God's side if you are a FALLEN Angel? Either way it was good

I gotta say that this book was a little pointless but necessary. What I mean by pointless is that

nothing at all really happens to change the storyline, nothing big happens threw out 89% of the

book. What I mean by necessary is that this book leads up to what happens in the third book

Passion and this book also tells us what the announcers can do and how Luce figures out how to

use them. I was a little sad cause I wanted to learn more about Daniel and more about their

relationship and their past (however we learn this in Passion) but sadly all we get from them in this

book is arguments and I thought for sure they weren't gonna make it but was glad when they did.

Even though I think this book was a little pointless it wasn't boring it was really a good book that I

finished this in two sittings (and this book is lengthy) the climax of this book really doesn't happen till

there are what like a hundred pages left but with that being said the ending was very satisfying and

makes you wanna jump into Passion (which so far is a really good book completely in love with it) I

do like Torment and would recommend this book. Torment will leave you crying out for Passion. By

the way Miles has to go away leave Luce alone she belongs with Daniel :).



purchased for library

I absolutely LOVED this book!!!! I have been in love with it for more than a year and it already tops

my most fav books ever! I definitely recommend this book for people who love dark demons and

beautiful angels and star crossed lovers, and fictional romantic novels. This book was well written

and extremely addicting and I couldn't put it down for a second. I love how Lauren Kate writes! So

quick and emotional but with detail and art, I loved it and I'm sure any teenager or older who adores

a good gothic romantic novel will too!I gave it a 5/5 because this truly is a GREAT novel!!!!

Thank you, Great product, Great Service

The author crushed it for the second time in. Row. Going to start reading the third book now. I can't

buy it fast enough.
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